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Radiation Effects in the Cloud-topped Marine Boundary Layer
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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the interaction between dynamics and in-

frared radiation in the cloud-topped marine boundary layer. A two�

dimensional Boussinesq moist model with a numerical technique (Four-

ier-Chebyshev spectral tau method) and resolution (10 m) su 晶 cientto
simulate cloud top processes has been used. With the spectral tau

method and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme,

great computational e由 ciency are realized even with high model accu-

racy.

Measurements suggest that the cloud-top radiative cooling is likely

to exhibitsignificant horizontal as well as vertical variability which is
principally governed by the variability of cloud liquid water. To in-
vestigate the impact of infrared cooling on boundary 'layer - dynamics,
numerical experiments on marine boundary layer convection under var-

ious idealized radiative forcings are performed. The results indicate

that the dynamics of the cloud-topped marine boundary layer do not

depend on the horizontal and the vertical distribution of the cooling so

long as the cooling is confined to the turbulent boundary layer. The

sensitivity ofstratocumulus 帽 topped boundary layer dynamics to the

infrared cooling appears to be primarily in the vertical placement of

the cooling relative to the turbulent cloud top region. This is due to

the fact that the turbulent dynamical mixing time scale is smaller than

the radiation build up time scale. Before radiation can cool a local re-

gion appreciably to influence the dynamics, the circulation inside the

boundary layer has already transported the cloudy parcel out of the

radiative cooling zone. Since the theory of radiation does not support

the existence of infrared cooling in the capping inversion (zero cloud

fraction or non-turbulent regia 吋 , the spatial variability of cloud-top
cooling needs to be considered only when the radiation build up time

scale is comparable to the turbulent mixing time scale.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In his pioneering work on the cloud-topped marine boundary layer, Lilly
(1968) disregarded the effects of the s吋'ace shear-generated turbulence but con-

sidered radiation from the cloud tops as 叩 essential element in the maintenance

of a mixed layer 500 to 1000 m or more in thickness. He argued that “ It would
appear impossible for any observed combination of subsidence, convection, and

shear turbulence to produce su 由 cient amounts of kinetic energy to maintain a

15-20 degree inversion at a height of 500-1000 m without a radiatively effective

cloud cover." Since the publication of Lilly's paper, this importance of cloud
top infrared radiation loss has been generally accepkd. Numerous theoretical

as well as observational studies have concentrated not only on the longwave but

also on the shortwave radiative properties of marine stratocumulus clouds.

Estimates of cloud shortwave absorption vary considerably and both Rey-

nolds et aI. (1975) and Stephens et aI. (1978) report large values of absorption

of solar radiation. Aircraft observations in the Joint Air-Sea Interaction exper-

iment (J ASIN) indicate that at midday the shortwave heating approximately
cancels thelongwave cooling of the cloud. Thus, a diurnal cycle of the stra 七ocu-

mulus layer is expected a ε cording to these measuremen 個 (Slingo et al. 1982a).
However, great discrepancies exist between the observations and theoretical

calculations of solar absorption in stratocumulus. The observations indicate
the solar absorption can be as large as 20 % while the theoretical calculations
suggest only 6 % (Wiscombe et al. 1984). Several mechanisms ha 而 been pro-

posed to reconcile the differences between theory and measurement. Grassl

(1975) showed th 叫 the presence of aerosols in clouds can produce increased

absorption. Since many of the measurements showing anomalous absorption

were taken in clouds far from known pollution sources, the question remains as

to whether there would be su 血 cient aerosol present to significantly influence

cloud abs 。可 tion. Welch et α I. (1980) and Wiscombe et al. (19S4) performed
calculations which suggest that excess absorption of solar radiation may be due

to precipitation or very large droplets in the clouds. TwO! 即y (1978) pointed

out 七hat departures of 七he cloud from stratiform geometry may invalidate the

derivation of the absorption from the observed fluxes, because some radiation

would be lost through the sides of the cloud. This particular issue of the large

observed solar absorption in clouds (Absorption Paradox) is still an open ques-
tion. Therefore, only the interaction between dynamics and infrared radiation

will be considered in this paper.

The studies of the cloud top infrared radiation in nocturnal stratocumulus
indicate a good agreement between the measured longwave fluxes and cool-
ing rates and theoretical calculations (e.g., Stephens et ι I., 1978; Slingo et aI.,
1982bj Ruo, 1983; Fouquart 1985). The typical cloud top cooling is about 3-10
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Fig. 1. Comparsion of the observed (dotted line 吋 and theoretical (solid lines)
net infrared fluxes and cooling rates. The three measurements are arranged in
order of increasing cloud thickiIess. (from Slingo et al., 1982b).
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K hr-l and covers the top 50-100 m of the cloud. In addition, the effective
emissivity of the cloud can be accurately parameterized by the liquid water

path (Stephens et 叫 , 1978; Slingo et at., 1982b). Tethered balloon observa-

tions have been used by Slingo et at. (1982b) to study cloud microphysics and

infrared radiation effects in a layer of nocturnal stratocumulus. Although these

observations were taken over land (Cardington, England), they have ma 呵T char-

acteristics in common with marine stratocumulus. The three panels of Fig. 1

(from Sli 時oet 叫 , 1982b) show the vertical profiles of the net upward infrared
flux and the cooling rate taken from the tethered balloon observations on three
separate nights. These pictures are arranged in order of increasing cloud thick-

ness. We observe from Fig. 1 that as the clouds become thicker the infrared

cooling becomes more confined to the cloud top. Moreover, the magnitude of

the cooling varies as the cloud thickness varies. Thus, the infrared radiative

forcing in the marine boundary layer is very sensitive to the cloud liquid water

content. Aircraft measurements in stratocumulus clouds off the east coast of

Australia such as reported by Stephens and Platt (1987) indicate the horizon-

tal inhomogeneity of stratocumulus clouds. The fractional deviation of cloud
liquid wat�r content as a function of the normalized in-cloud depth for three of

the flights are plotted in Fig. 2. The fractional deviation here is defined as the

ratio of 七 he standard deviation divided by its mean 缸ld all the horizontal 宜 ight
paths are 16 km long. Note that the fractional devia 七 ion of the cloud liquid
water is large throughout the whole cloud layer. The results in Fig. 2 suggest

that cloud liquid water is highly variable along a given level inside the cloud.
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Fig� 2. The fractional deviation of cloud liquid water as a function of the
normalized in-cloud depth, The fractional deviation is defin 甜甜 the ratio of the
�tand�r� deviation divided by its mean. The horizontal flight paths are 16 km
long. (adopted from Stephens and Platt, 1987).

1 and 2 highlight the significant hor-The observations presented in Figs.
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izontal as well as vertical variability of the cloud top radiative cooling. Since

the infrared radiation is the driving force of the boundary layer, one might

then wonder how the boundary layer dynamics will vary according to these

differen 七 spatial distributions of radiative cooling. In addition, because the hor-

lzon 叫 variability of the optical medium (stratocumulus) is as extreme as the
vertical variability, the usefulness of the classical one-dimensional plane parallel

radiative transfer calculation in a fine resolution dynamical model is question-

able. On the other hand, the need to take the horizontal variability of radiation

fields into account will depend on how the boundary layer dynamics are affected
by the various spatial distributions of radiative cooling. The purpose of this

paper is to understand how the dynamics in the cloud-topped marine bound-

ary layer are affected by vertical and horizontal variations of infrared radiative

forcings. In section 2, descriptions of the dynamical model and the idealized

infrared forcings are presented. Numerical experiments based on the various
infrared forcings are discussed in section 3. In section 4 we perform a mixing
line analysis on the model results which demonstrates the difference between
the dynamical mixing time scale and the radiation build up time scale. Section

5 contains the concluding remarks and summary.

2. MODEL DESCRIPTIONS AND INFRARED RADIATIVE FORCINGS

The numerical model described in Kuo a吋 Schubert (1988), Kuo (1987) and
Kuo and Vonder Haar (1986) is employed in the current study. The model is
based on Ogura and Phillip's (1962) Boussinesq equations for shallow moist con-

vection. Prognos 七 ic variables in 七he model are equivalent potential temperature

扎 , vorticity and total water mixing ratio r. Iteration is required during time
integration to diagnose potential temperature (), liquid water mixing ratio 1 and

water vapor mixing ratio q from ()e and r. The refined New 七on scheme is used in

the moisture physics iteration. With the refined Newton scheme, it takes three

iterations to produce the machine accuracy solutions of (), q 缸ld 1. In all the

simulations the model domain is 2500 m in the (periodic) horizontal direction

and 800 m in the vertical. The spectral discretization is Fourier-Galerkin in the
horizontal and Chebyshev-tau in the vertical, with 64 modes in each direction

(N = M = 64). The transfonn method (Orsza, ι 1970; Eliasen et a1 叮 1970)
is used in computing the spectral coefficients of nonlinear and diabatic terms.

To eliminate aliasing error, transform grids consist of 192 equally spaced points

in the horizontal and 96 unequally spaced points (collocation points) in the
vertical are used in physical space, giving an approximate resolution of nearly

10 m in each direction. A four second time step is used in the fourth-order

Runge-Kutta time integration. This four secoJ?d time step retains the full accu-

racy of the spatial discretization. With the Fourier-Chebyshev spectral spatial
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discretization and the fourth-order Runge-Kutta time integration scheme, we

achieve high accuracy with far fewer degrees of freedom, the method is com-
putationally e由 cient even when high accuracy is desired (Fulton and Schubert,

1987; K 凹 , 1987; Schubert ei al., 1984). The seco 吋 -order diffusion process is

used in the x direction and a more scale-selective fourth-order diffusion is used
in the z direction. The coefficient of eddy diffusivity k:c is 1.8 m2 8

一 1 and k z is
8 m4 8-1 in the present study. These coe 由dents have been chosen so that the

cascade in the model will not lead to spectral blocking. In testing the model we

found that the time and horizontally averaged fluxes from a radiatively forced

model change little when kx and kz are changed by a factor of two. A large

scale subsidence is speci 宜ed according to a climatological divergence value of

5 X 10-6 S-I. Additional upper in 咀ow boundary conditions for Be and r are also
specified. The ocean is assumed 七0 have a surface potential temper 叫ure Bs/c

of 286.2 K. This sea surface temperature corresponds to a saturation mixing

ratio q:fc of 9.4 9 kg-l and a Besjc of 309.3 K. The surface fluxes are computed

by the bulk formulas, i.e.

叩 'B' 吶 = GTV(B 吋 c - Beref) ,

w'r' 吶 = GTV(q;fc - rref) ,

where Beref and rref are the equivalent potential temperature and total water

at a reference level (i.e. at the top of 七he surface layer, 25 m) and GT is the bulk

transfer coe 田dent, which has the constant value of 0.0015. The surface wil}d
speed V is taken to be 7 m 8-1 in the present study. The 札 and r fluxes in

七 he surface layer have a specified height dependence which decreases to nearly

zero at the top of the surface layer.

The initial conditions considered here consist of a well mixed bu 七 motionless

boundary layer with a depth of about 450 m. The vertical profiles of equivalent
po 七 ential temperature 扎 , potential temperature B, cloud liquid water 1 and

water vapor q for the initial sounding is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the cloud
top jump conditions in this initial sounding is the same as one of the Oakland

soundings presented by Lilly (1968). The equivalent pote 叫 al temperature in

this mixed layer is 305.0 K and total water mixing ratio is 7.9 g kg-I. The
sub-cloud potential temperature is very near the sea surface temperature. The

inversion depth is 100 m. The cloud layer in this boundary layer extends from

200 m to 450 m with the liquid water content increasing nearly linearly with
height at the adiabatic rate. The peak liquid water content in the cloud is 0.38

9 kg-I. The inversion air above the boundary layer has a total water content

of 2 g kg-l and a 札 of 311 K. In addition, Be gradually increases at a rate of

0.01 K m
一 1 from the inversion top to the mo 吐el top.
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of liquid water used in the numerical experiments.

To understand the impact of the various infrared cooling profiles on bound-
ary layer dynamics, the initial sounding illustrated above will be time inte-

grated under several simple but different radiative forcings. Because of the

low cloud base and cold ocean surface 七emperature (about the same as the

surface air temperatu 叫 , cloud base warming by infrared radiation can be ne-

glected. The idealized cloud top infrared radiative cooling will be handled
either non-interactively or interac 七 ively. Five profiles of infrared radiative forc-
ing are presented in Fig. 4. The cooling profiles C,D and E are for the

non-interactive radiative forcings while profiles A and B are for the interactive

forcings. The vertical bar in Fig. 4 indicates the vertical extent of the initial

cloud. The non-interactive radiative forcings are horizonally homogeneous and

steady state. The cooling in profiles D and E is 50 m deep and has a peak of
about -11 J{ hr-l. The cooling profile C covers a depth of 120 m and peaks

at 350 m with a magnitude of about 3.5 J{ hr-l. The cooling region in profile

E is well into the capping inversion, in profile C it is deep inside the cloud and
mpro 宜Ie D it is near the cloud top. Throughout most of the model integration,

forcing C is in the one hundred percent cloud fraction region while forcing E

is in the clear region. The cloud fraction in the region where the cooling D is
placed may become less than one hundred percen 七 during the integration due

to the formation of small gaps between cloud cells. Par 七 s of the cooling will
unavoidably be applied to clear regions between cloud cells. We will use these

non-interactive forcings to study the importance of different vertical distribu-

tions of radiative cooling.

The interactive infrared radiative forci 呵s (forcings A and B) are designed
七0 produce cooling distributions which resemble the plap.e parallel radiative

transfer results in the dynamical model. The forcings A and B will then follow

the horizontal variation of cloud liquid water field and are can 宜ned to the top
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75 m of the cloud. The height of the maximum cooling in the interactive forcings
as a result varies to follow the cloud top topography. The radiative forcing. A
occurs in a 75 m deep layer with the peak cooling in the center of the layer.

The maximum cooling rate in forcing A is about 3.5 J{ hr-l which is very close

to the peak value in forcing C. The profile B is similar to profile A except the
maximum cooling is at the ve 叮r top of the layer where cooling is applied. From

cooling profile A or B as well as the initial cloud liquid water content profile
in the top 75 m of the cloud, we can 宜nd a height dependent ratio of infrared
radiative cooling rate divided by liquid water content. To 宜nd the magnitude

of the cooling at one vertical column during the time integration, the local

cloud top height has to be found first. The cooling rate is then determined by
multiplying the cloud liquid water content by the corresponding 凹的 a counting

from the cloud top down. Thus, the cooling will always cover about the top

75 m of the cloud in each vertical column with its. magnitude depending on
the amount of the liquid water content locally. The vertical distribution of the

cooling depends on whether profile A or B is used in computing the height

dependent ratio. This radiative forcing is interactive in the sense that the

amount of cooling occurring locally is linearly proportional to the amount of
liquid water diagnosed from the model. There will be no radiative cooling

locally if cloud holes are formed; all the cooling is con 宜ned .
to the cloudy air.

The interactive radia 七 ion is inhomogeneous in both space and time. The model

sensitivity test based on forcings A, B and C will reve 叫 the importance of

spatial variability in cloud top cooling.

3. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Satellite pictures reveal that stratocumulus over the cold ocean can exist for

several days with little change in appearance. This implies that the boundary
layer is often in a steady state. The equilibrium state of the marine boundary

layer will be investigated by time and horizontally averaged flux profiles. The
fluxes in all the experiments are computed in a one hour period after 60 minutes
or 100 minutes of model integration from the initial motionless boundary layer.

The 60 minutes or 100 minutes model adjustment time before computation of

the flux allows the boundary layer to reach an equilibrium state with fixed

external condi 七 ions (e.g., the sea surface temperature, subsidence and radiative

cooling).

To study the impact of various infr 叮ed cooling forcings on boundary layer
dynamics, the initial sounding is time integrated under radia 七 i ve forcings A,
B, C, D and E (hereafter referred to 品 experiments A, B, C, D and E). The
mean pro 刮目 of all experiments are similar. Thus, only the initial Be profile

and horizontally averaged 札宜 elds from experiments D and E are shown in
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Fig. 5. The vertical profiles of the
horizontally averaged 札 temperature for
experiments D and E (dash dotted and
dash lines) at the end of the model inte-
gration time. Also plotted is the initial
He profile (solid line) of these two exper-
iments

Fig. 5. Fig. 5 indicates well mixed layers similar to the initial condition. The
local minimum 札 in the capping inversion from experiment E is due to the

radia 七 ive cooling and the lack of dynamical mixing to smooth it. The weak
waxming above 600 m in Fig. 5 is due to the effect of subsidence. Fig. 6 shows
the infrared cooling distributions in physical space for the experiment A at 60
minutes and 80 minutes. Also shown are the cloud liquid water mixing ratios
in .physical space for the same time. The horizontal inhomogeneity as well as
the temporal change in the infrared forcing in experiment A as opposed to the

horizontally fixed infrared forcings C, D and E is clearly illustrated. Fig. 7
presents the fluxes of 扎 , B, Bv, r,q and I for all the experiments. These flux
pro 宜 les represent the quasi-steady state of boundary layer dynamics. They are

in the energy unit W m kg-1 which is the same as W m-2 if the air density is
taken to be 1 kg m -3. There are negative values in the cloud 七op regions for the

buoyancy flux (Ov flux), the heat flux (0 flux) and the Oe flux. These negative
regions reflect the phenomena of permanent entrainment. The Oe flux pro 血es

from all 直ve experiments are similar and comparable to the mixed layer model

results of Schubert (1976, 1979) and the large eddy simulation of Moeng (1986).
The latent heat release inside the cloud contributes to larger 0 and Ov 咀ux values
in the cloud region. The sub-cloud buoyancy and heat fluxes are positive in

experiments A, B, C and D as opposed to the negative values obtained in the

classical mixed layer model. The total water and liquid water 宜ux profiles are

also comparable to the mixed layer results except for the increase of the flux near
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the cloud top. One point 七0 make here about Fig. 7 is that the individual flux
profiles are almost identical for experiments A, Band C. The radiative forcings

in experiments A and B are interactive and horizontally inhomogeneous, and the
vertical distrib:ltion of cooling involved in experiments A and B are different.

Experiment C has a homogeneous cooling deep inside the cloud. These three
simple and independent types of cooling produce nearly the same convective

flux pro 宜 les, indicating that the steady state of the model is insensitive to the

vertical as well as the horizontal distribution of the radiative cooling so long as

the cooling is inside the cloud. Experiment D generally has similar flux pro 宜les
compared to experiments A, Band C. The heat and buoyancy flux profiles in

experiment E are quite different from the rest of the experiments, with small

negative heat and buoyancy fluxes near the cloud base region. The sub-cloud

heat and buoyancy fluxes in experiment E are smaller than in experiment D

even though they both have the same amount of radiative cooling. The flux
profiles from Fig. 7 indicate two types of equilibrium state, with experiment E

differing from experimen 七 s A, B, C and D.

The velocity 宜eld (in arrows) and the clo 吋 liquid water content at the end of
the model integration for experiments A, B, C, D and E are shown in Fig. 8. The
motion field and liquid water content pictures are shown adjacent to each other.
From these liquid water pictures, we see that the simulated clouds are similar

in. all experiments. The simulated stratocumulus cloud cell resembles a dome

with sharp liq�id water gradients on the sides. This sharp liquid water gradient

has a length scale of approximately 40 m and sometimes extends down to the
cloud base. The regions of the peak liquid water content (e.g., greater than 0.4

9 kg-I) appe 缸 to be dome shaped and cover the top 50 m to 100 m of the cloud

cell. The simulated dome-shaped cells and the sharp liquid water gradients near

the cloud boundary are can 母 istent with the 宜ne resolution simulation of cumulus

clouds in the absence of ambient shear by Klaassen and Clark (19S5). From
七 he velocity pictures, we observed that upward motion is in the center of the

stratocumulus cell while downward mo 七 ion occurs parallel to the cell boundary.

As a result, there are defor 血 ation fields near the cloud boundary. The sharp

liquid water gradients near the cloud boundary are caused by these deformation

宜e1ds. The downdraft regions do not necessarily have a higher cloud base as

predicted by the mixed layer model. This suggests that the downdraft may

not always undergo much mixing with the dry inversion air. The updrafts and

downdrafts form internal circulations which continually recycle air 吐lrough the

boundary layer and make the boundary layer well-mixed. It should be noted

that these simulated circulations are purely buoyancy (radiation) driven because

there is no initial background wind shear in the model. In experiments A, B, C
and D (Figs. Sa through Sd) there is only one cell of circulation in the vertical
as revealed in the velocity field pictures, while there are two circula 七 ion cells in
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the vertical in experiment E. The two cell pattern in experiment E is consistent

with its buoyancy flux profile, These two cells of circulation probably are no 七

decoupled in the vertical because the average 札 profile for experiment E (Fi ι
5) is still well-mixed. Also one would expect that the larger in-cloud buoyancy
or heat flux should allow the motion to overcome the small negative flux region

near the cloud base to reach the moist ocean surface. Finally, as observed in

both Figs. 4 and 8d, the cloud fraction in the region of the prescribed cooling
in experiment D is not one hundred percent because of the formation of dome-
shaped cloud cells. Some of the non-interactive cooling in experiment D will
then inevitably be applied to clear regions between cloud domes,
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From the results discussed above, there are two regimes of steady state

behavior. One is from experiment E while others are from experiments A, B, C
and D, The radiative forcings used in experiments A, B, C and D are all inside
the non-zero cloud fraction region while the forcing in experiment E is in 七he

zero cloud fraction capping inversion.. The infrared radiation sensi 七 ivity of the
model is then only in the vertical placement relative to the cloud top, Once

the radiative forcing is placed in the non-zero cloud fraction layer, the steady
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state of the model does not seem to be dependent on the horizontal or the

vertical distribution of the cooling. This is probably due to the shorter time

scale of the dynamical mixing (a few minutes as observed from the velocity

宜eld pictures). Before radia 七 ion can cool a local region appreciably to affect

the dynamics, internal circulations must have already mixed away the parcels.
As a result, 也e spatial variability in radiative cooling has no impact on the
boundary layer equilibrium dynamics and the model's sensitivity appears to be

in the vertical placement of radiative cooling relative to 七he turbulent cloud

top region. Mixing line analysis to reinforce this time scale argument will be

presented in the next section.

4. MIXING LINE ANALYSIS

To further study the impact of radiation on the dynamics, we employ the

mixing line analysis. The liquid water potential temperature (h and total water

r (Betts, 1982) will be considered as conservative quantities for the mixing line
analysis. If the diabatic process such as infrared radiative cooling has a slower

time scale than the dynamical mixing, then the mixing will not be affected. As
a result, conservative properties of the mixture will be linear combinations of
the conservative properties of the original parcels (i.e. the inversion air parcel

and the boundary layer air parcel); ,with the final properties depending on the
fractional mixing of individual parcels involved. In terms of the mixing diagram

using the conservative variables such as (h and r as coordinates, this mixture

will form a straight line with the slope of the straight line depending on the
properties of 七he two original mixing parcels. On the other hand, no straight

lin.e will be found in a mixing diagram if radiation or some other diabatic
processes affect the mixing process. Although this type of analysis cannot

tell us explici 七 ly the details of the mixing process, it can help us identify the
impact of diabatic processes on the mixing. Wi 七h this in mind we will see the
mixing line analysis from the model. A typical observation from the DYCOMS
(旦ynamlcs 旦hemistry Qf Marine Stratocumulus) will also be presented.

Mixing line analyses from 七he experiments A, B, C, D and E are shown in
Fig. 9. In all cases, the Bl and r da 旭 were sampled from the height of 400

m (50 m below the mean cloud top) to the height of 600 m, at one time. It
is obvious from Fig. 9 七hat the mixing line from experiments A, Band C are
straight and nearly identical. The mixing line from experiment D is straight
but slightly spread. This is due to the fact that parts of the radiative cooling

are applied to the cloud free 缸ea between the cloud cells. The mixing line from

experiment E shows a totally different picture. The spread of data and the

curve of the mixing line indicates a strong radiational impact on the dynamical

mixing. The different 血ixing line as observed from experiment E is attributed
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to the lack of dynamical circulations or turbulence in the capping inversion. The

weak turbulence makes 七he mixing time scale rather long so t.hat radiation can

build up and influence the dynamics. The straight mixing lines in experiments
A, B, C and D explain why the different detail structure of radiation produced

essentially the same boundary dynamics. They also suggest that the need 七。

七ake the horizontal variability of radiation into account is really dependent on
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the comparison of the two time scales. Only when the dynamical circulations 缸e

weak and the time scale of dynamical mixing is comparable to the time scale

of radiation build up do we need to be concerned about the. detail structure

of infrared radiation. Fig. 10 shows a typical mixing line from the DYCOMS
obser 珊的ons (Adop 七ed from Weaver; 1987). The conservative variables used are

61 and a mixing ratio of 03. The data are sampled by NCAR Electra from the
cloud top region and the entrainment interface layer. Note that the inversion

air has a higher concentration of 03 and 6,. The nearly straight mixing line

in Fig. 10 clearly indic 刮目 the time scales of radiation and 03 photochemistry

production/ destruction are longer than the time scale of dynamical mixing; a

fact consis 七 ent with the present model results when the model radiation is not
unreasonably placed in the capping inversion.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is generally believed that the infrared cooling at the cloud top plays an

important role in the maintenance of the cloud top inversion and the convective

circula 七 ions in the cloud-topped bounary layer. Recent observations by teth-

ered balloon and aircraft indicate that cloud top radiative cooling is likely to

undergo significant horizontal as well as vertical variability. Stephens (1986)

andS 七ephens and Platt (1987) emphasized the po 七 ential importance of a pos-
sible interaction between boundary dynamics and horizontally inhomogeneous
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radiation fields. In this paper: we have studied the interaction between the dy-

namics and infrared radiation in the cloud-topped marine boundary layer with a

high resolution two-dimensional Fourier-Chebyshev spectral Boussinesq model.

We have chosen to use the idealized radiative forcings ra 七her than the one-

dimensional plane parallel radiative transfer calculations 扭曲 e present stage of
the work. The reasons are twofold. First, it is not clear that the plan parallel

assumption is valid in a fine resolution model like ours. Stephens (1986) showed

tha 七 the infr 缸ed cooling based on the more accura 七 e three-dimensional radia-

tive transfer calculation (which considers the inhomogeneity of the medium) in
a Gaussian shaped cloud can differ significantly from the classical pI 阻e parallel

solution. Also: we want to devote the majority of computer resources on the

resolution necessary for simulation of non-radiative cloud-top processes. Sec-

ondly: as we have shown in our paper the dynamics .of the bonndary layer are

insensitive to the different types of radiative cooling so long as most of the cool-
ing is inside the turbulent boundary layer. Thus, the use of the simple radiative

forcings seems. to be justi 宜ed. Obviously: our model results need to be substan-

tiated by a high resolution three-dimensional dynamical model coupled with a
radiative transfer calculation which is capable of handling the inhomogeneity
of stratocumulus.

To inves 七 Iga 七 e the impact of infrared cooling on the boundary layer dynam-

ics, we have ,performed numerical simulations of the marine boundary layer

convection wi 七h various spatial distributions of radiative cooling. These simu 世

lations include the effects of diabatic hea 七 ing: turbulence and large scale mean
conditions. The simulated stratocumulus cells in all cases appear to be dome-

shaped with sharp liquid water gradients on the sides. The simulated updraft
is in the center of the convective cell while the downdraft is parallel to the side
of the cell. The deformation fields associated with these upward and downward
motions contribute to the sharp liquid water gradients across the cloud bound-
ary; a fact also found in Klaassen and Clark's (1985) fine resolution simulation

of cumulus clouds in the absence of ambient shear. Klaassen and Clark 缸 -

gued 七hat the deformation fields near the cloud boundary are subject to nodal

(baroclinic) instability. This nodal instability is closely related to the cumulus

entrainment in their study. We suspec 七 that the initiation of stratocumulus
entrainment might be closely related to the cloud-top nodal instability under

the situation of strong subsidence. The simula 七ed downdraft regions do not
always have higher cloud bases as predicted by the simple mixed layer model.
This indicates that the downdraft may not always be undergoing much mixing
with the inversion air. These updrafts and downdrafts form internal circula-

tions which continually recycle air'through 吐Ie boundary layer and make the
boundary layer well mixed. No vertically decoupled circulation between cloud

and sub-cloud layers has been observed in the present study. Chai and Telford
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(1983) studied the stratocumulus cloud with a plume model. In their view, the
stratocumulus-topped boundary layer is composed of a population of plume-

like updrafts and downdrafts. These convective plumes continually circulate

air through the boundary layer. The pictures emerging from our simulations

are not too different from the plume concep 七 s proposed by Chai and Telford.
The simulated stratocumulus entrainment takes place in narrow descending
plum 令like elements 也叫 can extend through the depth of the cloud layer. The

updraf 峙 , however, appear to be broad, thermal-like features rather than the

narrow plumes Chai and Telford envision.

The 宜ux profiles from the experiments indicate that the dynamics and en-

train 自lent of the cloud-topped marine boundary layer do not depend on the

detailed (horizontal and vertical) structure of infr 缸ed radiative cooling so long

as the cooling is confined inside the turbulent boundary layer. This insen

sitivity of boundary dynamics to the different spatial distribution of infrared

radiation is due to the much shorter time scale of the turbulence mixing. Any

local instabiliti�s induced by radiation are rapidly mixed out by the vigorous
internal circulations inside the boundary layer. Although we have bypassed

the estimations of radiation build up time scale and dynamical mixing time

scale explicitly, mixing line analyses from both the model simulations and the

DYCOMS observation con 宜rm the time scale arg"ument. As a result of this

七 ime scale difference, the sensitivity of 七he dynamics to 七he radiation is primar-
ily related to the vertical positioning of the cooling relative to the inversion.

Since the theory of radiation does not support any cooling occurring in the

inversion, we need to consider the detailed structure of radiation only when

the turbulent mixing time scale is comparable to the radiation build up time
scale. Radiation effects are important, however, only in that they contribute

to the overall destabilization and kinetic energy source of the boundary layer.

Chai and Telford (1983) also used the argument of the small overturning time

scale inside the cloud to exclude the radiative effect on 七heir descending plumes.

Their hypothesis on an individual plume is reinforced by our results.

While the observational mixing line supports our time scale argume 肘 , some

questions remain to be answered. An immediate question concerns solar ra-

diation as well as drizzle effects in the cloud-topped marine boundary layer.
By properly including these 七wo physical mechanisms in the model, interaction

between dynamics and both infrared and solar radiation in a decoupled cloud

and sub-cloud layers such as reported by Nicl 叫Is and Leighton (1986) can be
studied. Ano 七her problem relates to 七he interaction of marine boundary dy-

namics and radiation on a larger horizontal" scale. Finally, the implications for

the simple mixed-layer modeling from dynamical modeling with numerical tech-

niques and resolution su 由cient to simulate the stratocumulus cloud-top process

deserves further attention.
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輻射對於含層積雲邊界層的影響

郭鴻基醬

美國海軍海洋大氣研究室

摘 要

觀剖顯示層積雲頂長迪輻射冷卻區城的大小 , 以及冷翻強直在水平及垂直方向有很大揖
異性。我們用一個高敷車 , 高解折度的囂動力膜式課討輻射場對囂動力及雲逸λ的影響 , 模
式結果顯示 , 雲動力及書堪入只對輻射冷卻相對於雲頂位置敏感 o 當輻射冷卻發生在雲中 ,

相對不同的水平及垂直冷翻身佈 ; 我們得到攝制的重內部最流互通λ o 當值設輻射發生在逆

溫層 , 我們得到不一樣雲環流及堪入。模式結果可以輻射影響遍入的時間尺度以及揖脅時間
尺度解釋。

申目前地址 : 台寓大學大氣科學系 , 台灣


